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Brief Survey of Superconductors
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Low Temperature Superconductors (LTS)

• Nb-Ti @ 1.8K
• Plenty of experience
• May be able to increase practical field a little
• Large industrial capacity

• High Performance Nb3Sn
• Fields up to 16T in dipole configuration, but challenging
• Strain sensitive
• No significant industrial capacity
• Not inexpensive

• Iron-Based Superconductor (IBS)
• High field, low cost, better mechanical properties
• Successful conductor could lead to commercial demand

~10 T

~16 T
But is that a “practical” limit?

High risk, high potential payoff
Still much work to be done
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High Temperature Superconductors (HTS)

How do we realize the potential of these highly performing materials in magnets?
• Excellent high field properties – but can operate at higher temperatures and lower Jc

• No Training!
• Strain sensitive
• Highly stable but makes quench detection/magnet protection difficult
• Expensive

• Bi-2212
• Round wire – Transposed cables
• Complex reaction process

• REBCO
• Flat, anisotropic tape – field quality, winding
• Challenging to make high current, windable cables with current sharing
• Possible industrialization and cost reduction due to demand by fusion programs

Active R&D programs world-wide but still in a very early stage with respect to accelerator magnet applications
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Conductor Development Activities

• General focus

• Nb3Sn: demonstrate technology for large-scale accelerator deployment
• Work on increasing heat capacity of strands

• Artificial Pinning Centers (X. Xu et al, MDP/FNAL)

• Developing industrial capacity (CERN program)

• HTS: demonstrate suitability for accelerator magnet applications

Goal is 16 T for LTS, at least 20 T for HTS

Dominant focus in the EU and US
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IBS conductor efforts in US

• Highest Jc is close to the FCC target  (1500 A/mm2 at 4.2 K, 16 T)

• Jc of ~1000 A/mm2 at 4.2 K, 15 T by Chinese/Japanese groups
• Highest Jc only in the short, monofilament tapes

• Present challenges/Goals for IBS conductors

• Further Jc increment and reproducing high Jc in 
long length, multi-filament wire forms still requires 
fundamental studies of the superconductivity across 
the IBS grain boundaries (GBs)

• In US, we focus to gain full, fundamental 
understanding of the correlations between synthesis 
chemistry and GB superconductivity in IBS 
conductors

Such fundamental understanding would lead to the most effective wire 
architecture and manufacturing process for high Jc IBS conductors

Chemically degraded GBs found in an IBS
conductor tape with a Jc(4.2 K, 10 T) = 105 A/cm2.
The red box in the left figure is a GB triple point
that is analyzed in the right figures. These results
show that many GBs are still compromised by
FeAs and Ba-O.
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Technology directions influenced by environment

• Progress in magnet development in the last decade has been rather slow 
relative to the magnitude of the challenge

• A variety of constraints and trade-offs to consider

And the environment is evolving . . .

• European Strategy for Particle Physics
• The particle physics community should ramp up its R&D effort focused on advanced 

accelerator technologies, in particular that for high-field superconducting magnets, 
including high-temperature superconductors.

• US Strategy for Particle Physics (Snowmass/P5) in progress
• ~30 new facility proposals to consider

They all rely on superconducting magnet technology at some level!
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Technology choice determined by balancing multiple factors

Enabling 
Technology Geo-Political

Physics
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Enabling 
Technology Geo-Political

Physics
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Technology choice determined by balancing multiple factors



Still remains to be seen what is included in the overlap

• High energy hadron machines
• Dipoles – Nb3Sn, IBS? 

• IR quadrupoles – Nb3Sn, HTS

• e+e- linear and circular machines
• IR quadrupoles – Nb3Sn, HTS

12 – 20 T?

Physics ultimately wants highest energy possible

Footprint is a limitation in most cases

Societal and political support required 
- coordinated international effort
- cost

Technological Limits
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The most exciting magnet challenges: Muon Collider

• Capture Solenoid
• 15 – 20T

• Meter-scale bore

• High Radiation environment

• 6-D Cooling Channel
• Fields from LTS to HTS regime

• Final cooling channel
• 50mm bore

• 40 – 60T solenoids

• Acceleration to TeV
• 400 Hz

• 1.5T

• Ring dipoles
• Luminosity proportional to field

• 10 T – 20 T

• High radiation environment
• Especially in IRs

This is an application where HTS is REQUIRED Courtesy M. Palmer, BNL



Cost/Performance requirements lead to challenges

• For colliders it is about optimizing the size of the ring and magnetic field strength
• Highest field possible for an ensemble of industrially produced magnets – this is not clear at 

the beginning of a project and historically, expectations have been too ambitious.

• Compact - in order to minimize tunnel size

• This leads to . . .
• High engineering current density - > 1,000 A/mm2 

• Requires active magnet protection
• High current – low inductance

• Minimal but adequate copper in the strand

• Smallest possible aperture (problem for accelerator physicists and magnet builders)

• Excellent field quality (10-4) – precise location of conductors

• Longest length that can fit on a truck  (~ 15m)
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Multiple options in conductor and magnets

• EU High Field Magnet Program (HFM)

• Demonstrate Nb3Sn full potential (16T)

• Robust, industrial manufacturing and cost reduction (12T)

• Demonstrate suitability of HTS for accelerator 

magnet applications (>20T)

EU scoping study (16T)
Courtesy Luca Bottura, CERN

• Nb3Sn: performance limits, reduce margin, minimize training

• HTS: >5T, >16T in background field

• Technology development: fundamental design, cost reduction

• Nb3Sn/HTS – improve performance and reduce cost
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Good news and bad news for the magnet community

• Good news

• International interest in next generation colliders
• World-wide magnet R&D effort is ramping up
• A greater variety of potentially game-changing materials
• Better tools and more experience

• And the bad news

• R&D effort is not large enough (yet)
• Goals may be too ambitious (not in the Venn intersection)
• But the R&D approach is too evolutionary – need irreverent thinking!
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Simpler, faster R&D approach – mistakes become 
learning opportunities

• “Sub-scale” magnets are being used at 
CERN, LBNL, BNL, FNAL, KEK, IHEP, PSI

CERN Racetrack Model Coil

LBNL Bi-2212 coil and sub-scale 
magnet structure

RC3

“Box” coil. Courtesy Michael Daly et al. 
from CHART at PSI.

Unique BNL Common Coil Dipole DCC017 for Cable and Coil Testing at High Fields -Ramesh Gupta Dec. 8, 2020  3

Superconducting 
Magnet Division

Rapid turn-around, Low cost R&D Approach

Empty 

space

Insert coils in 

Empty space

1. Magnet (dipole) with a 

large open space

2. Coil for high field testing

3. Slide coil in the magnet

4. Coils become an integral 

part of the magnet

5. Magnet with new coil(s) 

ready for testing

Five Simple Steps/Components

1 2

3 4 5

BNL cable/coil insert test facility 15



Additive manufacturing supports the new R&D approach

• Stress is a limiting factor for materials beyond Nb-Ti

• Use of 3D printing to develop structures, practice winding and conductor tests 

Large aperture dipole coil 

Stress management coil structure 

 

SMCT coil design, W/R/I tooling, practice coil 

ID=123 mm 

OR=103 mm 

L3/L4 coil R/I tooling 
modified 

Practice coil winding/impregnation/ QC 

FNAL Stress-Managed Cos-Theta Magnet
(Nb3Sn and HTS)

Large aperture dipole coil 

Stress management coil structure 

 

SMCT coil design, W/R/I tooling, practice coil 

ID=123 mm 

OR=103 mm 

L3/L4 coil R/I tooling 
modified 

Practice coil winding/impregnation/ QC LBNL REBCO Canted-Cosine-Theta Dipole

The 2-layer, 1 T, C1 magnet
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• 70 mm ID, 94 mm OD, 0.5 m long

• 25 mm conductor minimum bending radius 40° tilt angle

• 1 T designed dipole field at 4.2 K for a conductor current of 

4 kA

• Printed plastic Acura® Bluestone® mandrels

• No impregnation

• Magnet required 30 m long 16-tape CORC® wire 

• 1.3 km of SuperPower tapes with 30 µm substrates

C1 magnet on testing header

Xiaorong Wang
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Challenges and lessons of Nb3Sn (Hint, it’s stress!!) 

• MDP 15T project (see A. Zlobin talk at MT27)

• MDPCT achieved 14.5 T at 1.9K

• Degradation on subsequent thermal cycle

Courtesy, A. Zlobin, FNAL

A2

A1
A1

A3
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• The goals of the MDPCT1 program have been 

achieved 

o graded 4-layer coil, innovative support 

structure, magnet technologies were 

developed 

o magnet performance parameters were tested

o maximum bore field of 14.5-14.6 T @1.9 K is 

97% of the program goal 

o the field levels achieved in MDPCT1 @4.5/1.9 

K (with FRESCA2 result at 1.9 K) set new 

world records for Nb3Sn accelerator magnets

• The lessons learned from the MDPCT1 

program are being implemented in the next 

step of the cos-theta dipole program

MDPCT1 program summary

1
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Courtesy, A. Zlobin, FNAL



Next step: stress managed cosine-theta (SMCT)

Improvement to coil end support
– lessons learned from 15T

Resulting 316L parts - <3 months to deliver
Courtesy, A. Zlobin, FNAL
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Challenges and lessons of Bi-2212

• Highly reproducible performance
• No degradation due to quenches or thermal cycles
• No training
• No thermal runaway due to mechanical disturbances

Courtesy Tengming Shen, LBNL

4 K quench history – predictable and repeatable performance

17

• No degradation due to thermal run-away quenches or thermal cycles.

• No quench training. 

• No thermal runaway quench due to epoxy cracking or conductor motion.Bi-2212 leakage during reaction
(a) is mullite-only insulation
(b) Addition of TiO2 reduces leaks
Leakage primarily at edges
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Challenges and lessons of REBCO

• LBNL C2 REBCO Canted-Cosine-theta
• 65 mm ID, 127 mm OD, 0.6 m long

• 3 T designed dipole field at 4.2 K at 6.4 kA

• Aluminum bronze machined mandrels

• Painted Stycast after winding

• Magnet used 100 m long 30-tape CORC® wire 

• 5 km of 2 mm wide SuperPower tapes with 30 µm substrates

• 30 mm minimum bending radius

• Thermal runaway observed during test
• Led to some degradation.CORC® wire conductor configuration

Multi-tape cable. High current, O(10 kA), 4.2 K
Isotropic for magnetics and mechanics

Courtesy Xiaorong Wang, LBNL

Lesson Learned: With small models you 
can break it and do it again quickly
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REBCO demands a totally different approach to accelerator magnets

• Best to avoid quenching

• Persistent currents contribute to field errors and 

stress but can be controlled.

• HTS magnets can be run over short sample and can 

be stable up to the point when heating overcomes cooling.

• Stress is concentrated where the current runs, at the edges. This is where 
degradation starts.

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/G_Kirby

Courtesy Glyn Kirby, Jeroen van Nugteren, CERN

See
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Some things to consider going forward

• Simple extrapolation from what was done before doesn’t always work
• Evaluate each new phase of a program independently

• More irreverent thinking

• High field may not always be the best choice (reference to large colliders)

• Building a bigger ring may be a better choice than pushing magnet technology to the limit.

• Work to reduce or eliminate training

• Minimize complexity 
• E.g., if there is a choice, 2-layer coils highly preferable

• Robust and Manufacturable – lower cost
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